Irwin Consulting Services Review Tips to protect your home from a
wildfire
This year, cases of huge wildfires occurred on multiple continents have made the whole
world worried and sad because of such devastating calamity that result in a lot of
damaged properties and homes, and even lost lives. Wildfires can cause a tragedy fast
and this chaotic phenomenon often gives firefighters and local authorities a hard time
extinguishing its raging fires. Natural calamities are frightening and their effects on
lands and human lives can be heartbreaking. Wildfires can start any time without any
warnings and the path that it is going to take is usually hard to predict.
Different companies and organizations around the world have been working hard to
protect the public from immediate dangers of natural calamities, and one of them is
Irwin Consulting Services. And one of their objectives is to protect households from
wildfires and this post aims to help you in keeping your home safe against such a natural
threat.
Tip #1: Upgrade your roofs
Consider about installing ignition resistant roofs since roofs were often the most
vulnerable part of the house to fires. Protect your home and your family from the quick
fires by having fire-resistant roofs. The most effective and resistant roofs were given the
rate of “A” so choose roofs with such label. Maintain a clean roof as well to prevent
having piled up dead leaves and become fuel to fires.
Tip #2: Put double protection on windows
In order to provide more protection to your house, upgrade your windows and drapes
too. Use heat-resistant materials in improving your windows to become fire-resistant.
The drastic heat coming from a distant wildfire can already affect your house by going
right through the windows and put drapes and furniture on fire. Further protection to
your house can begin with installing fire-rated glasses on your windows and investing
on non-combustible shutters.
Tip #3: Choose the most convenient location
Learn about the location of where you are going to buy or build a house. Determine if
the neighborhood had a lot of incident of fires in the recent years. Make sure of a place
that will not threaten the safety of your home and your family. Irwin Consulting Services
encourages you to do a careful research regarding this subject.

Tip #4: Put adjustments on the site layout
Make wider driveways, patios and even put low-growing fire-retardant plants to have at
least 30 meters of distance and incombustible material between the wild lands and your
home. Wider driveways and turn-around is also for the convenience of firefighters in
bringing their huge and heavy equipment close to your home in the event of
emergencies.
Tip #5: Keep your green surroundings clean
Clean the dead and decaying wood around your home because such can also be the
reason to start a fire in your area. Do not forget about fallen and dead branches as well.
Branches close to your roof or overhangs it should be cut. Maintain a clean setting
around your house especially in spots that have a lot of trees.
Tip #6: Watch out for embers
Never ignore the danger that flying embers could bring to your house. The openings of
eaves and vents are the most vulnerable parts of the house to embers because it can fly
into them and can begin a fire inside. Keep those openings screened and properly
maintained to avoid tragedies inside your shelter. Gutters should also be cleaned for
added protection.
Irwin Consulting Services would like each household to aim for a better protection at
their homes and be prepared for any natural calamities to avoid regrets. Be safe always.

